
BUDAPEST GO NEXT EXCLUSIVE 
POST-CRUISE PROGRAM

AUGUST 27-29, 2022  | $999 
PRICE IS PER PERSON, DOUBLE OCCUPANCY  

$1,499 SINGLE AND SUBJECT TO AVAILABILITY

DANUBE DELIGHTS

Disembark Emerald Sky and set out on an exciting panoramic tour 
of Budapest. Stroll among the famous theater district recognized as 
“Budapest’s Broadway”. Learn the history of the world-renowned Hungarian 
State Opera House, then enjoy a traditional Hungarian food-tasting in 
Budapest’s celebrated Market Hall. Next, admire the Basilica, one of the 
most beautiful neo-classical buildings of Budapest, and enjoy an enchanting 
organ concert by the talented organ artists of Hungary. Following the 
concert, transfer to the five-star Intercontinental Budapest Hotel, or similar 
accommodations, and spend the evening at your leisure. 

After breakfast, board a motor coach and set out on a full-day tour 
outside of Budapest. See the traditions of nineteenth-century Hungary 
brought to life at the Hungarian Open Air Museum, and then enjoy lunch 
featuring Hungarian dishes. Journey to Szentendre to explore this charming 
city’s narrow cobblestone walkways, medieval structures, and abundant 
art galleries. Visit the Margit Kovács Museum to see the internationally 
acclaimed artist’s statuettes, pots, plates, wall plaques, and tiled murals 
depicting country folk, family life, and Bible stories. Board the motor coach 
to return to your hotel and spend the evening at your leisure. 

After breakfast, transfer to the airport* for your return home.

Mobility: This tour involves a moderate amount of walking, some over uneven terrain, and may not be suitable for those 
with walking difficulties. Local customs require the covering of knees and shoulders while visiting religious sites. The 
order of sights may vary.

Budapest is an exciting metropolis divided by the waters of the sparkling 
Danube and spread out over one hundred thermal springs. A variety of 
neoclassical, baroque, and art nouveau architecture makes this fascinating 
city uniquely attractive to all tastes. With a sophisticated art scene, refined 
culinary offerings, and vast and varied historical sites, Budapest earns its 
accolades as the “Heart of Europe.”

Explore Budapest on this tour 
designed to give well-deserved 
attention to an incredible destination 
that would otherwise be missed. 
This post-cruise tour is the ultimate 
accessory to a remarkable trip.

INCLUSIONS
• 2 nights at Intercontinental 

Budapest or similar 
accommodations, with breakfast

• 1 full-day and 1 half-day 
sightseeing excursion

• Professional tour guide
• Exclusive Go Next Program 

Manager and hospitality desk
• Transfers between airport,* hotel, 

and cruise ship, with related 
luggage handling

*FOR GUESTS BOOKING THEIR OWN
AIRFARE: Airport transfers are only applicable
on program dates. You must provide your
complete flight details to Go Next 30 days prior
to departure in order to ensure airport transfers.

INTERCONTINENTAL 
BUDAPEST 
Located on the most stunning 
riverbank walkway in the city, 
the Danube Promenade, the 
Intercontinental Budapest is ideally 
located. Take a stroll in the area, to 
find nearby architectural gems such 
as the Széchenyi Chain Bridge and 
the Parliament, with a direct view 
of the Buda Castle. The hotel offers 
many refined amenities including a 
fitness center, spa, bar, and multiple 
dining venues.
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